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Non-Human Gaming
In this talk, I will critically analyse the rise of video games that require limited human
intervention to be played. Idle games such as Cookie Clicker and Adventure Capitalist, games
made by algorithms such as No Man’s Sky, the programming of AI to play games such as
Screeps, Drivatars and ghost cars in racing games, all suggest that human beings are becoming
peripheral in the act of playing and in the definition of video games. Drawing on Sonia Fizek’s
analysis of Slavoj Zizek and Robert Pfaller’s concept of interpassivity, and on studies on
gamification and self-tracking, I will argue that Non-Human Gaming is not necessarily an
exception to oppose to ‘standard’ video games, or a temporary trend. I will argue that the nonhuman has always been haunting the medium, and that studies on interactivity, agency, and
player’s competences have been providing, so far, a comforting perspective that places the
human at the centre. In fact, Non-Human Gaming is an adequate response to the disappearance
of life from Earth – as it has been imagined, feared, and prophesised by scientists in the last
few decades. Alexander Galloway’s concept of video games as allegories of life will be
deployed to argue that digital games are transforming into living things, which could entirely
replace human players and play by themselves. From this perspective, video games might be
seen in relation to the rise of self-driving cars, algorithmic trade exchange, and remote warfare,
which could be functioning by themselves after human extinction. Roger Caillois, in his early
work on mimicry and mythology, was already prefiguring a similar hypothesis: living beings
develop forms of dispersal and waste of energy (of which games are an example) that cannot
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be explained through a rationalistic view on evolution and species preservation, but are
nonetheless defining characteristics of life.
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